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ORTICAL INTERACTIONS AND INTEGRATION OF NOCICEPTIVE AND

ON-NOCICEPTIVE SOMATOSENSORY INPUTS IN HUMANS
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bstract—There is experimental evidence indicating that, in
umans, avoiding the concurrent activation of non-nocicep-
ive A�-fibers is a necessary condition for slower A�-fiber
ociceptive input to elicit reproducible event-related brain
otentials (ERPs). Similarly, numerous studies have shown
hat for unmyelinated C-fiber nociceptive input to elicit ERPs,
he concurrent activation of A�-fibers must be avoided. As
tudies have shown that expectancy of the stimulus greatly
onditions the magnitude of these evoked responses, it was
ypothesized that the absence of cortical responses related
o A�- or C-fiber somatosensory input that is shortly pre-
eded by A�- or A�-fiber somatosensory input could be ex-
lained by the fact that the first-arriving afferents render

ater-arriving afferents highly expected. To test this hypoth-
sis, ERPs were recorded in response to (1) an electrical
timulus selectively activating A�-fibers of the nervus radia-

is superficialis, (2) a CO2 laser stimulus selectively activating
�-nociceptors located in the sensory territory of that same
erve, or (3) the combined activation of nociceptive and non-
ociceptive fibers using both stimulation methods applied
ither concurrently, or with a short inter-stimulus interval.
his paradigm aimed at preventing first-arriving inputs from

ncreasing the expectancy of late-arriving inputs. Results
howed that under these particular conditions, A�-fiber ERPs
ere not abolished by preceding A�-fiber input. However,

heir amplitude was significantly reduced. Furthermore, the
mplitude of A�-fiber vertex potentials was similarly reduced
y shortly-preceding A�-fiber input. As expectancy of the
timulus could not account for this reduction, a new hypoth-
sis was proposed, based on processes related to the per-
eptual fusion of multisensory inputs. © 2007 Published by
lsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.

ey words: laser evoked potentials, vertex potential, somato-
ensory, perceptual fusion, cross-modal interactions, ex-
ectancy.

oth in fundamental and clinical studies, cutaneous heat
timulators are used extensively as tools to explore the
ociceptive system. In particular, high-power infrared laser
timulators allow investigators to examine the time-locked
ehavioral and electrophysiological responses that may be
licited by the selective and synchronous activation of
utaneous A�- and C-fiber nociceptors (for a review see
reede et al., 2003). Although the concomitant activation

Corresponding author. Tel: �32-2-764-5367; fax: �32-2-764-5360.
-mail address: andre.mouraux@nefy.ucl.ac.be (A. Mouraux).
bbreviations: EEG, electroencephalogram; EOG, electrooculogram;
RP, event-related potentials; ISI, inter-stimulus interval; LEPs, laser-
M
voked brain potentials; SEP, somatosensory-evoked brain potentials;
AS, visual analog scale.

306-4522/07$30.00�0.00 © 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
oi:10.1016/j.neuroscience.2007.08.035
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f A�- and C-nociceptors clearly produces two distinct
ensations (i.e. A�-fiber-mediated ‘first pain’ and C-fiber-
ediated ‘second pain’), laser-evoked brain potentials

LEPs) only reveal components whose latencies are com-
atible with the faster conduction velocity of A�-fibers (�10
/s; A�-LEP: 160–390 ms when stimulating the hand dor-

um; Bromm and Treede, 1984). Yet, when methods are
sed to avoid the concomitant activation of A�-nociceptors,

ater LEP components can clearly be recorded, whose
atencies (C-LEP: 750–1150 ms when stimulating the
and dorsum; Bromm et al., 1983; Bragard et al., 1996;
agerl et al., 1999) are compatible with the slower con-
uction velocity of unmyelinated C-fibers (�1 m/s). This
uzzling experimental observation has led investigators to
ostulate that shortly preceding A�-fiber nociceptive input
ay, in some way, inhibit the cortical processes which
nderlie C-fiber related LEPs (for a review, see Plaghki
nd Mouraux, 2002; see also Garcia-Larrea, 2004).

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation is another
ethod that is often used to activate the nociceptive sys-

em. Indeed, and provided that it is of high intensity, an
lectrical stimulus applied to the skin can directly activate
ociceptive A�- or C-fibers. However, because the electri-
al activation threshold of large-myelinated A�-fibers,
hich mostly convey sensory input arising from low-

hreshold mechano-receptors, is much lower than that of
mall-myelinated A�-fibers and unmyelinated C-fibers,
heir concurrent activation is unavoidable when high-inten-
ity electrical stimuli are applied (for a critical review, see
laghki and Mouraux, 2003). Numerous studies have
hown that although a high-intensity electrical stimulus
learly produces painful sensations, it does not elicit event-
elated potentials (ERPs) related to the activation of A�-
bers (Bromm and Scharein, 1982; Stowell, 1984; Boulu et
l., 1985; De Broucker and Willer, 1985; Willer et al., 1985;
iltner et al., 1989; Dowman, 1991; Brennum and Jensen,
992; Niddam et al., 2000, 2001). Therefore, it would
ppear that faster-conducting (�25–70 m/s) and thus
hortly preceding non-nociceptive A�-fiber input may in-
ibit the electro-cortical activity related to the processing of
�-fiber input in a similar way as shortly preceding A�-fiber

nput appears to inhibit the electro-cortical activity related
o the processing of C-fiber input.

The morphological and topographical similarities be-
ween A�-fiber and C-fiber LEPs has led investigators to
ypothesize that these cortical responses reflect activity
hat is common to the processing of both types of nocicep-
ive inputs (Bromm et al., 1983; Bragard et al., 1996;
agerl et al., 1999; Opsommer et al., 2001; Plaghki and

ouraux, 2002; Kakigi et al., 2003). Furthermore, several
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nvestigators have pointed at the similarities between A�-
ber LEPs, C-fiber LEPs, and the late vertex potentials
hich may be elicited by any kind of sensory stimulus,

egardless of its modality (Treede et al., 1988; Kunde and
reede, 1993; Garcia-Larrea et al., 1997). Therefore, to
xplain why the activation of C-nociceptors elicits LEPs
nly when avoiding the concurrent activation of A�-noci-
eptors, and to explain why the activation of A�-fibers
licits consistent ERPs only when avoiding the concurrent
ctivation of A�-fibers, investigators have proposed that

he cortical generators which underlie these responses
ould be subject to refractoriness (Bromm and Treede,
987; Treede et al., 1988; Magerl et al., 1999; Ploner et al.,
002; Kakigi et al., 2003). Consequently, when A�-noci-
eptive or A�-non-nociceptive input would trigger a vertex
otential, refractoriness of the cortical generators produc-

ng these responses would explain why the later-arriving
-fiber or A�-fiber afferent volley fails to elicit a second
RP. In agreement with this hypothesis, a number of stud-

es have shown that repetition of the laser stimulus, using
constant and relatively short inter-stimulus interval (ISI),
ay induce a very significant reduction of LEP amplitude

Bromm and Treede, 1987; Raij et al., 2003; Truini et al.,
004). Furthermore, it is well known that stimulus repetition
an greatly reduce the amplitude of the late auditory and
omatosensory vertex potentials evoked by the second
nd subsequent stimuli (Fruhstorfer et al., 1970; Angel et
l., 1985; Naatanen and Picton, 1987; Tomberg et al.,
989). However, in a recent study, Mouraux et al. (2004)
howed that the refractoriness hypothesis does not hold.
ndeed, if the occurrence of the second of two consecutive
aser stimuli is rendered unexpected by varying the ISI
rom trial-to-trial, the A�-fiber afferent volley triggered by
he second laser stimulus elicits LEPs which are wholly
naffected by the occurrence of the preceding stimulus,
nd this for intervals as short as 280 ms. Similar observa-
ions have been made concerning the late auditory vertex
otential. Indeed, provided that the ISI varies in an unpre-
ictable way, stimulus repetition does not lead to a reduc-
ion of response amplitude. On the contrary, in the case of
ery short ISIs (�400 ms), studies have shown that repe-
ition of the stimulus may even lead to an enhancement of
he vertex potential elicited by the second of two consec-
tive auditory stimuli (Loveless et al., 1989; Budd and
ichie, 1994; McEvoy et al., 1997; Sable et al., 2003).

Taken together, these results suggest that unexpect-
dness of the eliciting sensory input greatly conditions the
agnitude of A�-fiber LEPs, C-fiber LEPs, and late vertex
otentials in general. Therefore, one could hypothesize
hat the reason why a C-fiber afferent volley that is shortly
nd consistently preceded by an A�-fiber afferent volley
e.g. a laser stimulus co-activating A�- and C-nociceptors),
nd the reason why an A�-fiber afferent volley that is
hortly and consistently preceded by an A�-fiber afferent
olley (e.g. an electrical stimulus co-activating A�- and
�-fibers) does not elicit reproducible vertex potentials, is

hat the first-arriving A�- or A�-fiber afferent volley respec-
ively renders the later-arriving A�- or C-fiber afferent vol-

ey highly expected. e
The aim of the present study was to test this hypoth-
sis. ERPs were recorded in response to either (1) a single

ow-intensity transcutaneous electrical stimulus selectively
ctivating A�-fiber afferents of the left nervus radialis su-
erficialis, (2) a single CO2 laser heat stimulus selectively
o-activating A�- and C-fiber nociceptors located in the
ensory territory of that same nerve, and (3) the combined
ctivation of nociceptive and non-nociceptive somatosen-
ory afferents using both stimulation methods applied ei-
her concomitantly, or with a short ISI. By varying the
robability and order of arrival at the cortex of both afferent
olleys, the experimental paradigm ensured that late-arriv-

ng sensory inputs were fully unexpected.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ubjects

xperiments were performed on 11 healthy volunteers (seven fe-
ales and four males) aged 22–30 years. Rules of the Ethics Com-
ittee of the Université catholique de Louvain faculty of Medicine
ere followed. After obtained written informed consent, subjects were

amiliarized with the experimental surroundings, the cutaneous CO2

aser heat stimulus, the transcutaneous electrical stimulus, and the task.

est stimuli

o avoid visual or acoustic cues, all equipment associated with the
roduction of both the electrical and the laser stimulus was placed
utside the visual field of the subject who also wore muffler headphones.

CO2 laser heat stimulus. The cutaneous heat stimulus was
elivered by a CO2 laser designed and built in the Department of
hysics at the Université catholique de Louvain (Plaghki et al., 1994).
he system generated a highly collimated infrared beam (wave

ength: 10.6 �m). Heat pulse duration was 40 ms. Beam diameter
as 10 mm at target site. Before each acquisition, power output was
et such that stimuli elicited a clearly pricking sensation (average
timulus energy density was 9.6�0.5 mJ/mm2). Stimulus target was
he skin area between the first and the second metacarpal bone of
he left hand dorsum (within the sensory territory of the left nervus
adialis superficialis). To reduce receptor fatigue or sensitization, the
eam was slightly displaced during each inter-trial interval.

Transcutaneous electrical stimulus. A pair of skin elec-
rodes (1 cm inter-electrode distance) was placed at the wrist, over
he left nervus radialis superficialis. Each transcutaneous electri-
al stimulus consisted in a constant current square-wave deliv-
red by a Digitimer DS7 stimulator (Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden
ity, Hertfordshire, UK). Stimulus duration was 1 ms. Stimulus

ntensity (3.3�0.6 mA) was set individually such as to elicit a
on-painful sensation.

xperimental design

ubjects were exposed to five different trial categories presented
n random order (see Fig. 1). The first two trial categories con-
isted in unconditioned laser or electrical pulses. The stimulus of
he first trial category (labeled ‘L’) was a single laser pulse. The
timulus of the second trial category (labeled ‘E’) was a single
lectrical pulse. The three other trial categories (‘EL,’ ‘EL350,’ and

LE350’) consisted in the combined presentation of a laser and an
lectrical pulse. In the trial category labeled ‘EL,’ the laser pulse
as conditioned by a concomitantly applied electrical pulse. Tak-

ng into account the conduction distance, the conduction velocity
f A�-fibers, the conduction velocity of A�-fibers, the transduction
ime of A�-nociceptors, as well as the time for heat transfer,

lectrically-evoked A�-fiber inputs could be expected to arrive at
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heir cortical targets approximately 80 ms before the arrival-time of
aser-evoked A�-fiber inputs (Treede et al., 1988; Ploner et al.,
006). In the trial category labeled ‘EL350,’ the electrical pulse
conditioning stimulus) occurred 270 ms before the onset of the laser
ulse (test stimulus). In the trial category labeled ‘LE350,’ it was the

aser pulse (conditioning stimulus) which was triggered 430 ms be-
ore the onset of the electrical pulse (test stimulus). These ISIs were
et such that inputs of both conditioning stimuli would be expected to
rrive at their cortical targets approximately 350 ms before the arrival
f the test stimulus. Indeed, a previous study had shown that if the ISI
aries from trial-to-trial, the LEPs elicited by the second of a pair of

aser stimuli is unaffected by the preceding stimulus, even for an
nterval as short as 280 ms (Mouraux et al., 2004). The experiment
as divided into 10 successive blocks. Each block consisted of 15

ig. 1. Subjects were exposed to five different trial categories. In the
lectrical pulse was applied. The electrical stimulus (E), which selectiv
uperficialis. The CO2 laser heat stimulus (L), which selectively activate
erve. Black and gray arrows illustrate the estimated time required fo
ategory (labeled ‘EL’), both stimuli were applied concomitantly. The
pproximately 80 ms. In the fourth trial category (labeled ‘EL350’), the
rrival of A�-fiber input was expected to precede that of A�-fiber input b
ulse was triggered 430 ms after the onset of the laser pulse. The o
xpected to precede A�-fiber inputs by approximately 350 ms.
rials (five trial categories repeated three times and delivered in s
andom order). Inter-trial interval was 10–20 s. The entire experiment
asted approximately 2 h.

ata acquisition

warning buzzer, transmitted through the headphones, signaled
he beginning of each trial. The foreperiod between the warning
ignal and the onset of the somatosensory stimulus varied at
andom between 2 and 5 s (rectangular distribution).

Quality and intensity of perception. To ensure that they
ocused their attention on both electrically-evoked and laser-
voked sensations, subjects were asked to report, after each trial,
he number of qualitatively-distinct sensations they had perceived.
hen, for each of these sensations, they were asked (1) to de-

trial categories (labeled ‘L’ and ‘E’) a single laser pulse or a single
ated non-nociceptive A�-fibers, was applied to the left nervus radialis
d C-nociceptors, was applied to the skin area innervated by that same
A�-fiber afferent inputs to reach cortical projections. In the third trial

of A�-fiber input was expected to precede that of A�-fiber input by
pulse was triggered 270 ms before the onset of the laser pulse. The

imately 350 ms. In the fifth trial category (labeled ‘LE350’), the electrical
rival of both afferent volleys was reversed, and A�-fiber inputs were
first two
ely activ
d A�- an

r A�- and
arrival

electrical
y approx
cribe its quality by selecting a number of items out of a list of
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even descriptors labeled ‘light touch,’ ‘touch,’ ‘shock,’ ‘tingling,’
pricking,’ ‘warm,’ and ‘burning,’ and (2) to report its intensity using

101 point visual analog scale (VAS). Extremities of that scale
ere labeled ‘no perception’ and ‘maximum pain.’ An anchor at

he middle of the scale marked the border between non-painful
nd painful domains of sensation. A non-parametric Wilcoxon test
as used to compare average intensities of perception across
xperimental conditions (SPSS v12.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
SA).

Event-related brain potentials. Subjects were instructed to
eep their eyes open and eye-gaze fixed after hearing the warning
ignal. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded using a 19
g–AgCl electrodes cap placed on the scalp according to the

nternational 10–20 system, and referenced to linked earlobes.
mpedance was kept below 5 kOhm. Ground was placed at the
ight wrist. Two electrodes, one placed at the upper left and the
ther at the lower right side of the right eye monitored ocular
ovements and eye blinks. EEG was amplified (gain: 1000; filter:
.06–75 Hz) and digitized (sampling-rate: 167 Hz) using a PL-
EG recorder (Walter Graphtek GmbH, Luebeck, Germany). EEG
pochs were segmented (�500–1500 ms relative to the onset of
he test stimulus) and band-pass filtered (0.5–15 Hz FFT filter)
ffline. After baseline-correction (reference interval �500–0 ms),
lectrooculogram (EOG) artifacts were removed using a method
ased on independent component analysis (FastICA algorithm;
yvarinen and Oja, 2000). This method is based on the assump-

ion that EOG artifacts are produced by spatially fixed sources. In
study examining EEG responses evoked by visual stimuli, this
ethod was shown to be more efficient and less sensitive to
ropagation of EEG onto EOG channels than more conventional
egression-based methods (Jung et al., 2000). In addition, trials
ontaining artifacts exceeding 100 �V were rejected. All signal-
rocessing steps were carried out using the Letswave EEG tool-
ox (Mouraux A, Université catholique de Louvain, Brussels,
elgium).

ata analysis

Average and subtraction waveforms. Separate average
aveforms were computed for each subject and trial category (‘L,’

E,’ ‘EL,’ ‘EL350,’ and ‘LE350’). When two stimuli were presented (trial
ategories ‘EL,’ ‘EL350,’ and ‘LE350’), additional subtraction wave-
orms were computed in order to unmask the electrophysiological
esponses evoked by the test stimulus from the overlapping electro-
hysiological responses evoked by the shortly preceding condition-

ng stimulus. For each subject, these additional waveforms (‘EL-E,’

ig. 2. After each trial, subjects were requested to report the perceived
ere asked to describe its quality by selecting a number of items out of

ars represent, for each trial category, the average (�S.D.), across subject, of t

warm,’ ‘burning’ and ‘pricking.’
EL350-E,’ and ‘LE350-L’) were obtained by subtracting the average
aveforms obtained from single-stimulus trials (trial categories ‘E’ or

L’), realigned to the onset of the corresponding conditioning stimulus.
s the electrophysiological activity elicited by a single stimulus may
e expected to be identical to that elicited by the conditioning stim-
lus, the subtraction procedure was hypothesized to cancel out EEG
hanges related to the conditioning stimulus.

LEP and somatosensory-evoked brain potential (SEP) peak
dentification. Three LEP peaks (N170, N220 and P350) and
wo SEP peaks (N140 and P250) were individualized as follows.
he LEP N170 peak was identified at electrode T4 rereferenced to
lectrode FZ. All other peaks were identified at electrode CZ,
eferenced to linked earlobes (A1A2). The LEP P350 was identified
s the positive deflection with maximal amplitude between 300
nd 500 ms after stimulus onset. The LEP N220 was identified as
he negative deflection preceding P350 and occurring between
50 and 300 ms after stimulus onset. The LEP N170 was identi-
ed as a negative deflection occurring between 150 and 200 ms
fter stimulus onset. For each subject, LEP N170, N220 and P350
eaks were searched for within the ‘L’ average waveform as well
s the ‘EL-E’ and ‘EL350-E’ subtraction waveforms. The SEP N140
as identified as the negative deflection with maximal amplitude
etween 100 and 200 ms. The SEP P250 was identified as the
ositive deflection following N140 and occurring between 150 and
00 ms. For each subject, SEP N140 and P250 peaks were
earched for within the ‘E’ average waveform and the ‘LE350-L’
ubtraction waveform. Paired-sample t-tests were used to com-
are the amplitude and latency of LEP and SEP peaks across
xperimental conditions (SPSS v12.0, SPSS Inc.).

RESULTS

uality and intensity of perception

hen the laser stimulus was presented in isolation (trial
ategory ‘L’), subjects most consistently reported perceiv-

ng sensations qualified as ‘warm’ (59%), ‘pricking’ (50%),
nd ‘burning’ (31%). Sensations of ‘touch’ (2%), ‘light
ouch’ (1%), and ‘shock’ (1%) were only rarely reported.

hen an electrical stimulus was presented in isolation
trial category ‘E’), subjects used the ‘shock’ descriptor to
ualify the sensation in 100% of cases. On a smaller
umber of occasions, subjects reported perceiving addi-

of qualitatively-distinct sensations. For each of these sensations, they
ven descriptors and report its intensity using a 101 point VAS. Vertical
number
a list of se
he average intensity of perception of sensations described as ‘shock,’
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ional sensations which were qualified as ‘warm’ (19%),
burning’ (4%), ‘pricking’ (1%), and ‘touch’ (1%).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the average intensity of per-
eption of ‘shock’ sensations elicited by unconditioned
lectrical stimuli (trial category ‘E’) was not significantly
ifferent from that elicited by conditioned electrical stim-
li (trial category ‘LE350’). Furthermore, the average in-
ensity of perception of ‘warm,’ ‘burning,’ and ‘pricking’
ensations elicited by unconditioned laser stimuli (trial
ategory ‘L’) were not significantly different from that
licited by conditioned laser stimuli (trial categories ‘EL’
nd EL350’).

vent-related brain potentials

or each trial category, grand-average waveforms and
ubtraction waveforms are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4.

LEP N170, N220 and P350. When a laser stimulus
as presented in isolation (trial category ‘L’), large N220
nd P350 LEPs were recorded (see Fig. 3A). The scalp
istribution of both peaks was maximal at electrode CZ

see Fig. 5A). The N220 extended bilaterally and symmet-
ically toward temporal electrodes T3 and T4. The P350
as more homogeneously and centrally distributed. At
lectrode T4, the average latency and amplitude of the
170 peak were 175�8 ms and �9.8�8.6 �V. At elec-

rode CZ, the average latency and amplitude of the N220
eak were 223�15 ms and �25.6�11.8 �V (see also

ig. 3. Grand-average of LEPs recorded at electrodes FZ, CZ, and P
B, C) LEPs elicited by a laser stimulus conditioned by an electrical stim
ategory ‘EL’). Subtraction waveforms (‘EL-E’ and ‘EL350-E’) were ob

timulus (trial category ‘E’), realigned to the onset of the conditioning stimu
egative–positive complex. The amplitude of that complex was significantly red
able 1A). The average latency and amplitude of the P350
eak were 343�32 ms and 19.8�9.0 �V.

When the laser stimulus was conditioned by an elec-
rical stimulus (trial categories ‘EL350’ and ‘EL’), subtraction
aveforms showed that the laser stimulus clearly elicited
oth an N220 and a P350 LEP (see Fig. 3B, C). The scalp
istribution of both peaks was maximal at electrode CZ

see Fig. 5A). The average latency of the N170 peak was
71�12 ms (trial category ‘EL350’) and 162�11 ms (trial
ategory ‘EL0’). The average latency of the N220 peak was
28�16 ms (trial category ‘EL350’) and 238�25 ms (trial
ategory ‘EL’). The average latency of the P350 peak was
44�13 ms (trial category ‘EL350’) and 350�24 ms (trial
ategory ‘EL’). The average amplitude of the N170 peak
as �7.8�6.6 �V (trial category ‘EL350’) and �5.1�11.7
V (trial category ‘EL0’). The average amplitude of the
220 peak was �19.7�10.1 �V (trial category ‘EL350’)
nd �9.2�4.9 �V (trial category ‘EL’). The average am-
litude of the P350 peak was 12.8�7.2 �V (trial category

EL350’) and 10.0�4.8 �V (trial category ‘EL’). See Table
A for a summary of results.

No significant difference was found when comparing
he N170 baseline-to-peak amplitude across experimental
onditions. As compared with the N220-P350 complex
licited by a single laser pulse (trial category ‘L’), the
220-P350 complex recorded in trial categories ‘EL350’
nd ‘EL’ was significantly reduced by respectively �28%

1A2). (A) LEPs elicited by a single laser stimulus (trial category ‘L’).
lied either shortly before (trial category ‘EL350’) or concomitantly (trial
subtracting the average waveform obtained from a single electrical
Z (vs. A
ulus app

tained by

lus. In all trial categories, the laser stimulus clearly elicited a LEP
uced by the conditioning electrical stimulus.
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t�2.37, P�0.045) and �58% (t�4.46, P�0.013; see also
able 2A). No significant differences were found when
omparing N220 and P350 latencies across trial catego-
ies ‘L,’ ‘EL350,’ and ‘EL.’

SEP N140 and P250. When presented in isolation
trial category ‘E’), electrical stimuli elicited large N140 and
250 potentials (see Fig. 4A). The scalp distribution of
oth peaks was maximal at electrode CZ (see Fig. 5B). As
id the LEP N220, the SEP N140 extended bilaterally
oward temporal regions. As did the LEP P350, the SEP
250 displayed a more central distribution. At electrode

Z, the average latency and amplitude of the N140 peak
ere 139�18 ms and �25.9�19.9 �V (see also Table
B). The average latency and amplitude of the P250 peak
ere 223�24 ms and 31.3�16.9 �V.

When the electrical stimulus was conditioned by a
aser stimulus (trial category ‘LE350’), subtraction wave-
orms showed that the electrical stimulus clearly elicited
oth an N140 and a P250 peak (see Fig. 4B). Both peaks
ere maximally recorded at the vertex (see Fig. 5B). Their
verage latencies (N140: 157�25 ms; P250: 229�18 ms)
ere not significantly different from that of the responses

ig. 4. Grand-average of SEPs recorded at electrodes FZ, CZ, and PZ

B) SEPs elicited by an electrical stimulus conditioned by a shortly-
‘LE350-L’) was obtained by subtracting the average waveform obtaine
onditioning stimulus. In both trial categories, the electrical stimulus
ignificantly reduced by the conditioning laser stimulus.
licited by unconditioned electrical stimuli (trial category s
E’). However, the average N140-P250 peak-to-peak
mplitude was significantly reduced (�22%; t�2.24,
�0.029; see also Table 2B) as compared with the N140-
250 complex elicited by a single electrical stimulus (trial
ategory ‘E’).

DISCUSSION

t has often been assumed that avoiding the concomitant
ctivation of non-nociceptive A�-fibers is a required con-
ition for nociceptive A�-fiber input to elicit reproducible
RPs. Results of the present study showed that this as-
umption is not always true. Indeed, when care was taken
o ensure that A�-fiber input did not render the occurrence
f later-arriving A�-fiber input highly expected, the con-
omitant activation of A�- and A�-fibers innervating a
argely-overlapping area of the dorsum of the hand clearly
licited ERPs that were related to both the first-arriving
�-fiber afferent volley and the later-arriving A�-fiber affer-
nt volley.

However, the results of the present study also contrast
ith those of a previous study which had examined ERPs
licited by two consecutive laser stimuli presented with

2). (A) SEPs elicited by a single electrical stimulus (trial category ‘E’).
g laser stimulus (trial category ‘LE350’). The subtraction waveforms
single laser stimulus (trial category ‘L’), realigned to the onset of the

elicited a late vertex potential. The amplitude of that potential was
(vs. A1A
precedin
d from a
imilarly varying ISIs (Mouraux et al., 2004). Indeed, while
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hat study had shown that the magnitude of A�-fiber LEPs
as not significantly affected by shortly preceding A�-fiber

ig. 5. Scalp topographies (spline interpolation, 19 EEG channels vs.
nd P250 peaks: B) were computed by grand-averaging amplitudes

EL350-E,’ and ‘LE350-L’) were obtained by subtracting the average wav
nset of the conditioning stimulus.
nput (at an ISI of 280 ms, average N2-P2 amplitude of the s
�-LEP elicited by the second of two consecutive laser
timuli was reduced by 0.5%), results of the present study

late LEPs (LEP N220 and P350 peaks: A) and late SEPs (SEP N140
e-defined time-intervals (see insets). Subtraction waveforms (‘EL-E,’
tained from a single stimulus (trial category ‘L’ or ‘E’), realigned to the
A1A2) of
within pr
eform ob
howed that the magnitude of A�-LEPs was significantly
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educed by shortly preceding A�-fiber input (conditions
EL’: �58%, and ‘EL350’: �28%), and furthermore, that the

agnitude of A�-fiber vertex potentials was similarly re-
uced by shortly-preceding A�-fiber input (condition

LE350’: �22%). Using a comparable experimental para-
igm, Inui et al. (2006) examined the early magnetoen-
ephalographic brain responses elicited by nociceptive
nd non-nociceptive electrical stimuli, and hypothesized
hem to originate from parasylvian cortical regions. As in
he present study, A�-fiber responses were reduced by
receding A�-fiber input (�64% at ISI 50 ms; �28% at ISI
00 ms), and A�-fiber responses were reduced by preced-

ng A�-fiber nociceptive input (�31% at ISI 300 ms). The
nvestigators interpreted this interaction as reflecting inhi-
ition of the cortical processing induced by the preceding

nput.
Taken together, these different experimental observa-

ions suggest the existence of interactions which specifi-
ally involve the cortical processing of sensory stimuli aris-

ng from different types of somatosensory afferents.

able 1. Average latency and amplitude of late LEP and SEP compo

. LEP components

ondition N220 peak

Latency (ms) Amplit

223�15 �26�

L350-E 228�16 �20�

L-E 238�25 �9�

. SEP components

ondition N140 peak

Latency (ms) Amplit

139�18 �26�

E350-L 157�25 �28�

able 2. Comparison of LEP (N220-P350) and SEP (N140-P250)
mplitude across experimental conditions

. LEP N220-P350 peak-to-peak amplitude (electrode CZ)

B A-B (�V) t P

EL350-E 22�20 3.36 0.010**
EL-E 12�5 2.37 0.045*

L350-E EL-E 9�12 2.27 0.053

Paired samples t-test (two-tailed).
P�0.05.

* P�0.01.

. SEP N140-P250 peak-to-peak amplitude (electrode CZ)

B A-B (�V) t P

LE350-L 13�14 2.64 0.029*

Paired samples t-test (two-tailed).

‘P�0.05.
ultisensory integration and perceptual fusion

ost often, when an event occurs in the environment,
oherently experiencing that event involves the integra-
ion and fusion of inputs arising from multiple sensory
odalities. For example, perceiving an explosion simul-

aneously emitting light, noise, vibrations, and heat will
equire the integration of a combination of visual, audi-
ory, and somesthetic inputs. Focusing on the processes
hich may underlie this integration, animal studies have

evealed the existence of neurons, in several brain
tructures including the superior colliculus, that respond
o stimuli in more than one sensory modality, and most
mportantly, display clear-cut over-additive responses to

ultimodal stimulation. Therefore, it was hypothesized
hat low-level multimodal interactions specifically affect
he cortical processing of sensory inputs arising from
istinct sensory modalities or submodalities (e.g. the
ombined activation of A�- and A�-fibers, or A�- and
-fibers), and that these interactions are not involved in

he cortical processing of sensory inputs arising from the
ame sensory modality or submodality. Human electro-
hysiological studies (Hay and Davis, 1971; Greenwood
nd Goff, 1987; Barth et al., 1995; Okajima et al., 1995;
am et al., 1999; Foxe et al., 2000; Lutkenhoner et al.,
002; Teder-Salejarvi et al., 2002; Gondan and Roder,
006) have shown that the sum of the ERPs elicited by
stimulus occurring in one sensory modality and those

licited by a stimulus occurring in another sensory mo-
ality, significantly differ from the ERPs elicited by the
imultaneous presentation of both stimuli, thereby pro-
iding evidence that significant interactions do underlie
he cortical processing of multimodal sensory input. In
ost of these studies, the reported interactions could at

east partly be explained by a relative suppression of the
ate vertex potentials elicited by the last-arriving sensory
olley. Therefore, it could well be that processes related
o multi-sensory integration contribute to the relative
uppression of LEPs elicited by A�-fiber input that
hortly follows heteromodal A�-fiber input (conditions

P350 peak

Latency (ms) Amplitude (�V)

342�32 20�9
344�13 13�7
350�24 10�5

P250 peak

Latency (ms) Amplitude (�V)

223�24 31�17
229�18 16�16
nents

ude (�V)

12
10
5

ude (�V)

20
EL’ and ‘EL350’), as well as the relative suppression of
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ertex potentials elicited by A�-fiber input that shortly
ollows heteromodal A�-fiber input (condition ‘LE350’).

It has often been proposed that both late vertex poten-
ials and LEPs mainly reflect brain processes involved in
he triggering of an involuntary reorientation of attention
oward an unexpected event (Garcia-Larrea et al., 1997;
egrain et al., 2002, 2003; Lorenz and Garcia-Larrea,
003; Garcia-Larrea, 2004). If that is true, it should be
onsidered whether the late electrophysiological re-
ponses hypothesized to reflect cortical activity specifically
nderlying multi-modal integration, but plausibly inter-
reted as a relative suppression of late vertex potentials,
ould simply reflect the consequence of that integration,
hat is that later-arriving sensory inputs do not engage
rocesses related to a reorientation of attention as they do
ot produce a distinct percept.
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